Is This Year
'Last' For CBC?
By GREG BREWIS

The Manor House at Commencement Bay Campus may no longer hear the shouts of active young college
students. A proposal to re-lease the CBC Campus next year is questionable at the moment due to financial
considerations by the Board of Trustees.
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of the Sisters decision not to sell
as well as unreasonable cost in
acquisition and renovation.
The Sisters have not yet
indicated whether they wish to
continue the lease with UPS.
Administrators here at UPS have
indicated that if the Sisters were
to offer UPS a lease it is unlikely
that we would pick it up.
Financial Vice-President Lloyd
Stuckey told the TRAIL that our
program at CBC is in violation of
many city codes. Stuckey
explained that UPS has not been
called to task on conforming with
the codes but if we were forced to
comply the cost of bringing the
wiring, plumbing, roofing, etc. up
to code standards would cost
$70,000.
In addition Stuckey mentioned
that UPS may be asked to obtain
a "use permit" which, in light of
the 80 person living quarters and
classroom space, may require
automobile parking facilities
larger than available acreage at
CBC.
Plant operation costs are $762
(Continued on page 2)

the iceman cometh

PARKER
NAMED
NEXT
EDITOR
Howard Parker was ratified as
the 1971-72 editor of the TRAIL
by Central Board at last Tuesday's
meeting. Parker was selected by
Communications Committee and
recommended to Central Board
after serving one semester as
associate editor of the TRAIL and
the previous semester as News
editor.
The new editor is a philosophy
major who will be a senior next
fall.
Parker indicated that next
year's paper would be more
traditional, with "straight" news
writing, and a clearer distinction
between what is opinion and what
is news.
Parker promised better sports
reporting, and a new
correspondent whose primary
responsibility would be covering
campus news. Parker explained,
"The paper has often become
bogged down in reporting on what
the Housing Committee, Central
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It is likely that the
Commencement Bay Campus
program will be discontinued in
June. Top administrative officials
told the TRAIL that CBC has
been taken off the sale market
and that it is doubtful that UPS
will continue its lease.
At the last meeting of the
Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees, Dr. R. F.
Thompson announced that the
owners of the former
Weyerhaeuser estate (Dominican
Sisters) had decided not to sell the
complex.
The Dominican Sisters, a
self-sustaining convocation of the
Catholic Church, owns four
properties in the area, one of
which is CBC. The Sisters in a day
long meeting on Wednesday April
7 decided they would not sell the
property.
UPS has been leasing the estate
from the Sisters for three years.
Following the go ahead from the
UPS Board of Trustees in
October, 1970, University
administrators began negotiating
for purchase of the estate. Those
plans have been dropped because

B and H Presents Campbell on The Arctic'
(UPSNB)—Dr. William J.
Campbell, who has spent 14
years studying the polar regions
of the earth, will present the
17th annual Brown and Haley
lectures April 20-22 at the
University of Puget Sound.
Centered on the theme,

Alex Haley

"How Goes the Arctic," the
lectures will be presented
complimentary in Kilworth
Memorial Chapel at 8 p.m. On
April 20, the polar geophysicist
will explore "The Ocean"; on
April 21, "The Land"; and on
April 22, he will discuss "The
Ethics of Change."
Working out of offices
located in Thompson Hall of
Science at UPS, Dr. Campbell
coordinates one of the four

chief organizing efforts behind
the international Arctic Ice
Dynamics Joint Experiment
(AIDJEX).
In March of last year, he
helped plan and participated in
the first AIDJEX expedition to
the Beaufort Sea in the Arctic;
he recently returned from an
Arctic expedition designed to
provide support for the
(Continued on page 3)

Coming For
Black Arts

Howard J. Parker

Board, and the University Council
were doing. In a college as small as
ours with a limited readership we
could channel more of our efforts
into reporting what people are
doing rather than what
committees are doing."

(NB-JL) Top entertainers and
lecturers will highlight the Black
Student Union's annual Black
Arts Festival at the University of
Puget Sound, scheduled for
Monday, April 26, through
Sunday, May 2.
Heading the list of talent is
Alex Haley, author of the
award-winning classic,
Autobiography of Malcolm W,
who will appear on Tuesday, April
27, at 7:30 pm in the lounge of
(Continued on page 3)

COMING NEXT WEDNESDAY

2001 Originator Arthur C. Clarke
Arthur C. Clarke, inventor of
the communications satellite and
co-author of the book and film
"2001: A Space Odyssey," will be
at UPS on Wednesday, April 21 at
7:30 in the SUB Lounge.
Born in England in 1917,
Arthur C. Clarke is a man of truly
diversified and remarkable
achievements. An authority on
space travel, he is the winner of
the Franklin Institute's Gold
Medal (1963) for having

originated the communications
satellite in a technical paper
published in 1945.
In 1962, he was awarded the
$2,800 UNESCO Kalinga Prize for
science writing. In 1965, he won
two Aviation/Space Writers
Association awards for his LIFE
article on the history and future
of communications satellites. In
1969 he shared an Oscar
nomination with Stanley Kubrick
for the screen-play of "2001: A

Space Odyssey."
A top-ranking science writer
and a "master of science fiction"
(The New Yorker), Mr. Clarke is
the author of 40 books, both
non-fiction and fiction, 10 million
copies of which have been printed
in some 30 languages. The latest
(1968) is the Book-of-the-Month
Club selection, "The Promise of
Space." He is now writing the
(Continued on page 3)

"A stitch in time saves CBC?" Sarah Combs, CBC resident
exemplifies the relaxed atmosphere found on the
Commencement Bay Campus.
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Should One Man
Make Decisions

The federal government is planning to step up
surveillance on radicals with the expansion and
improvement of ".... the domestic intelligence
apparatus, informers, undercover agents, wiretaps,"
according to a copyrighted story in the Sunday
Denver Post.

"Welcome, Wire Tappers, F.B.I. Agents, C.I.A. Men, Informers,
Stoolies, Undercover Agents, Local Fuzz, and Student..."

On Admissions?
Should there be a committee to oversee admissions at
UPS like there is at most other schools? That question was
put to the Universtiy Council yesterday.
There was such a committee several years ago but the
group was disbanded. They had attempted to go over the
status of every applicant and had found the task too difficult.

S.M.C.

Recently as a part of the Long Range Planning
Commission's report, there was a recommendation that every
several years admissions policy be gone over in depth. In
additon to this report there was a review of Admissions
department policy by the University Council at the March
meeting, a review that turned into first an overview of
admission practices, and then an adversary hearing with
director of admissions Ed Bowman and Vice-President
Richard Smith taking the attitude, "What's going on that
anybody doesn't like?"

The off-shoot of all this has been a concern on the
part of a number of both students and faculty that some kind
of structure again be set up with possible duties like
reviewing borderline admissions cases, serving as an admission
appeals board, reviewing recruiting policy and practice, or
periodically reviewing all policy.

The concept of representative policy-making has been
well established on the UPS campus. There is no reason why
any department as important to the future make-up of the
University as the admissions department should remain above
representative policy-making.

One area where such procedures have been a
tremendous success has been in housing. Previously the
decision as to what groups would be assigned where was
made by a small number of administrators. Now, a
committee composed of those people who do the
administrating, along with those people who have an interest
in where people are housed, goes over all proposals.

Responsible policy regarding admissions and
recruiting practices is a necessity, and the suggestion is that
decisions should not be left to the arbitrary designs of any
small number of people. This is different than saying that
things are being done which should not be done.

MEETING
TONIGHT

4

Faculty Senate Reconstitutes
The Ad Hoc Tenure Committee
The Faculty Senate, at its
meeting April 13, voted 8-3 to
reconstitute the ad hoc committee
on faculty tenure and
reappointment. The Senate's
proposal to make this committee
a permanent committee was

defeated by the full faculty March
22. During the discussion, it was
pointed out that the committee
should not only continue work on
the mechanism for implementing
tenure and promotion, but should
inform the faculty as clearly as

CBC Termination
(Continued from page 1)
per student per year. This,
compared with the $220 per year
cost on campus, results in
on-campus students subsidizing
the CBC group.

Administrators have indicated
that it would be wise to spend the
sum formerly outlayed for CBC
on programs which would have an
uplifting effect on the total
student population.

Want to Quit Smoking?
Try the Five Day Plan

valuable series of seminars here at UPS next week (April
19-23) in Thompson 326 from 7:30 to 8:30 pm each night.
The FIVE DAY PLAN is a nationally organized
Is who comes to this school an important enough
decision to be beyond administrative fiat? Does the faculty program that has proven remarkably successful in recent
have any interest in the composition of the student body, or years. The candidate will receive extensive exposure to all
aspects of his nasty habit. Recent, well-produced color
the standards for admission? Do students?
movies are shown each night, along with medical information
The decision belongs to the Council.
from an MD and program hints from the pros. This program
is completely free of charge.
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possible about the mechanics and
the duties and responsibility of
the committee itself.
In other business, the Senate
voted to require departments of
the school to inform the winterim
committee when a winterim
course is used to fulfill degree
requirements, and that the period
allowed to make up an incomplete
grade be extended to a year.

ASB Officers
Passing Buck
Dear Editor:

There are several hard questions involved in the
Are you interested in quitting smoking? Any person
proposal to have a similar committee deal with admissions.
with a sincere desire to stop should find time to attend a
But the situation seems analogous.

puget sound

))

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday)
except vacation and examination periods during the
academic year by the Associated Student Body of the
University of Puget Sound. Phone: (206) 759-3521 .
Ex t. 278. Office: Room 214, Student Union
Building, 1500 North Warner, Tacoma, Washington,
98416. Yearly subscription rates are $4.50. Spring
semester only :$1.50.

STATEMENT OF POLICY
Opinions expressed in the TRAI L are those of
the writer, and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University of Puget Sound, its administration,
faculty, Assosciated Student Body, or the Puget
Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten.
Deadlines for each issue are 12 (noon) on the Monday
prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves the right to
edit for length, propriety, or libel.

All material must be signed by the author.

In the last few weeks I have
noticed that the newly elected
ASUPS officers have been sending
notices to the student of this
university in regard to committee
appointments.
These announcements have
been very quick to state that if
the students do not volunteer for
committees, find a Trail Editor,
and plan and work on Spring
Weekend that there will be no
alternative but for these programs
to fail.
This is an insult to every
student at UPS. I, as many others
was under the impression that the
student government was elected
to represent the student in a
responsible manner. And one of
their prime responsibilities is the
seeking out of qualified,
interested students to fill these
committee positions. They must
do this in order to run an efficient
and effective student government.
If this is the true feeling of our
new student officers, it would
appear that student politics has
turned into a game of passing the
buck. The students are blamed for
the shortcomings of their own
inefficient organizations. We, the
electors, are being used as
scapegoats. But, there can be no
excuse for dereliction of duty by
a student governemnt.
Thank you.
Jim Kidrick
UPS Senior
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Governor Foresees Tuition Supplement
For Students in Private Schools
By Mel Woodworth
In Olympia last week Governor
Dan Evans indicated that
something along the lines of the
presently proposed tuition
supplement for students attending
private universities can be
expected within the next few
years.
The proposal, which is a part
of the Governor's 1971 legislative
packet, would provide two million
dollars in student aid to be used as
tuition supplements to the
individual students. It would
mean about one hundred dollars
to a student attending a school

such as UPS and would hopefully
get around legal complications
that would arise from giving state
funds to the schools, most of
which have religious connections.
Youth
The Governor's youth
commission, which was formed in
1969, may soon see its first goal
realized if House Bill-309
providing legal rights to 18 year
olds is passed. Presently the right
to drink alcohol has been removed
from the bill. The Governor
predicted that the bill will pass
without drinking rights but that
the courts will declare denial of
that right to full citizens to be

unconstitutional. If not the new
voters will undoubtedly change
the law.
If the youth commission
receives continued funding, which
is doubtful at present, it will
probably work on publicizing the
rights of youth, improving youth
employment opportunities, and
possibly establishing a youth
hostel system.
Drugs
Evans predicted doom for
House Bill-588 to legalize the use
of marijuana and doubts that the
state will conduct further tests on
its effects. The only state
experimenting to date was carried
on by the Department of Motor
Vehicles and indicated that
alcohol had a greater effect on
driving ability than marijuana.
(Published in American Journal of
Psychology, Oct 1969)
Ecology
If the present obsession with
the budget can be overcome
Governor Evans hopes that a total
land-use program on a statewide
basis can be established to
reasonably match the existing
natural geology with the
developing human technology
that is being imposed on it.
War
The suggestion that the state
ask the federal government to set
a deadline for troop withdrawal
from southeast Asia will probably
not pass and even if it does the
Governor doubts that it would do
any good.
Campus Unrest
Senator Guess's bill concerning
outside help to control campus
unrest won't get past the
Governor's desk even if some
miracle allows it to get that far.
The Governor recommends that
students become a more effective
lobbying force by talking to
legislators, especially between
sessions. He blames much of the
legislature's fear of youth on the
fact that there is too little
exposure to youth.

Clarke Known
For His Books
(Continued from page one)
preface and epilogue to the
astronaut's own book of the
Apollo mission.
In addition to "2001: A Space
Odyssey," which was inspired by
one of his short stories "The
Sentinel," Mr. Clarke wrote, with
the editors of LIFE, "Man and
Space" (1964).
His non-fiction works began to
be published in the early 1950's,
and revised editions have appeared
with regularity. The titles of these
books include: "Interplanetary
Flight," "The Exploration of
Space," "Going Into Space,"
"The Making of a Moon," "The
Challenge of the Spaceship," "The
Challenge of the Sea," "Profiles of
the Future," and "Voices from
the Sky."
The mysteries of the sea,
however, fascinate Clarke as much
as those of outer space. Since the
early 1950's he has been exploring
the deeps of Australia and Ceylon
with his partner in skin diving,
Mike Wilson, a film producer and
underwater photographer. An
underwater expedition by Clarke
and Wilson to the Great Barrier
Reef of Australia in 1954 and
1955 was chronicled by Clarke in
"The Coast of Coral," with

photographs by Wilson.
Underwater adventure around
Ceylon was the subject of "The
Reefs of Taprobane." His interest
in the sea was also reflected in
"Voice Across the Sea." With
Mike Wilson he wrote "The
Treasure of the Great Reef" about
the successful expedition
undertaken in 1963 by Clarke,
Wilson, and others in search of a
sunken ship in the Great Basses
Reef of Ceylon, where they
discovered a ton of silver coins.
Arthur Clarke's articles have
been published widely, including
such periodicals as Reader's
Digest, Holiday, Playboy, Look
and the The New York Times
Magazine.
In the face of all these
attainments, Arthur C. Clarke is
not one to lose his sense of humor
and balance. Where other men
may be didactic about scientific
matters, he is likely to come up
with such a witty truth as what he
once called "Clarke's Law." This
is (and we quote):
"When a distinguished but
elderly scientist states that
something is possible, he is almost
certainly right. When he states
that something is impossible, he is
very probably wrong."

Charles Lloyd Coming
(Continued from page one)
the student union building.
Haley's subject will be "Black
Heritage—A Saga of Black
History". The public may attend
this complimentary lecture.
Also on tap for the Balck Arts
Festival is jazz entertainer Charles
Lloyd, who will present a concert
with the Overton Berry Trio

UPS Forensics Hosts
Pig Calling Contest
Debate Tournament,
The University of Puget Sound
Forensics department hosted a
debate tournament and pig calling
contest April 9and 10. Forty-two
high schools sent approximately
three hundred fifty contestants,
entered in debate and four
individual speaking events:
extemporaneous speaking,
oratory, interpretative reading,
and expository; as well as pig
calling, since each school must
have one representative to be
eligible for awards.
The team of David Baer and
Bobbie Barner from Kent
Meridian won senior debate, while
Bellevue High School captured
first place in junior debate. West
Bremerton High performed

HAIRCUT $2.00

Hansen Hearing Soon
A committee to review the
decision not to grant tenure to Dr.
Tim Hansen will commence
hearings within a few days,
according to Dean of the Faculty
J. Maxson Reeves.
Reeves has followed the appeal
procedure set up in the Faculty
Code after Hansen had asked for a
review of the tenure decision.
According to the Code, which
is still unofficial, a review panel
has been set up. In addition to
Reeves the panel will consist of
Chairman of the Faculty Senate
Edward Seferian, Chairman of the
Faculty Committee on
Professional Standards Bill Colby,
Chairman of the Trustee's
Instruction Committee Merton
Elliot, or the committee's

representative, and three at large
faculty members.
The three faculty members will
be Dr. Annabel Lee, Dr. Walter
Lowrie, and Dr. Darrell Medcalf.
The hearings will likely be
closed to the University public,
although Reeves indicated that
this decision is up to the
committee. Reeves declined any
further comment, saying, "There
can be no comment by any people
involved until the affair
commences."
Dr. Hansen has received a joint
appointment in both English and
Urban Studies, and according to
sources, input from both
departments will be considered in
the final tenure decision.

CAMPBELL
'ON ICE'
(Continued from page one)
AIDJEX endeavor to set up a
series of drifting ice stations
across the Arctic.
A dedicated conservationist,
Dr. Campbell is a critic of oil
tankers and pipelines in Alaska
which he feels could disrupt the
Arctic culture and environment,
and, ultimately, have
detrimental effects on the

weather systems and life in
North America.
Educated at the University
of Alaska and the University of
Washington, Dr. Campbell
joined the United States
Geological Survey in 1964 to
conduct research in glaciology.
In 1969, he was appointed
project chief of the Ice
Dynamics Project of the USGS.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH
PRESENTS
2 nd

ANNUAL

RESURRECTION
KITE
FLY
Bring as symbol of that
which captivates you to
tie to a kite.
MUSIC BY TIM PETTET
11:00 SUNDAY

KILWORTH
STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY
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Kids $1.50 — Sat. $2.00
Razor Cut — $3.25
at the

admirably, taking second in senior
debate and placing in two
individual events, as well as
winning the coveted trophy, a live
pig, awarded for the team's
performance in pig calling.

Highland Hill
Barber Shop
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CENTRAL BOARD ENDORSES THE CAMPAIGN
TO MAKE GENERAL MOTORS RESPONSIBLE
By GREG BREWIS
The Central Board of the
Associated Students of UPS
approved a resolution
recommending that the Board of
Trusteees vote their shares of
General Motors stock
affirmatively on three shareholder
proposals which, if adopted,
would have a fundamental impact
on GM's decision-making process.
The three shareholder
proposals appear on the proxy
ballot which Vice-President of
Finances Lloyd Stuckey received
on April 12. The proposals
originated with "The Campaign to
Make General Motors
Responsible" which is sponsored
by the "Project on Corporate
Responsibility," a public interest
center in Washington, D.C. The
"Project" was founded in early
1970 by a group of young lawyers
to explore new ways of making
American corporations more
responsive to society's needs.
The Project is attempting to
effect far-reaching corporate
reforms through new uses of
existing channels, such as lawsuits,
shareholder resolutions, annual
meetings, and proxy fights. The
Project's focus is on action
projects in which pressures are
exerted directly on corporations;
such projects will complement
and create a climate more
favorable to legislated reforms.
"Campaign GM" is the Project's
first direct action effort.

shareholder ratification, one
director. The election would work
this way: candidates would be
nominated, by petition, by
members of the constituency. The
nominees would be listed in a
ballot that GM would distribute
for voting to the constituency
Proposal Two
members. The winners of thethree
constituent elections would then
A giant corporation like be placed on GM'S proxy and the
General Motors has many shareholders would be asked to
constituencies, many groups who approve or reject them.
are deeply affected by its
Proposal Three
decisions. These groups must be
Proposal Three would require
given a more meaningful role in
the corporation's decision-making General Motors to publish in its
process. Proposal Two would be a annual report hard statistics in
first step in that direction. It three areas of immense concern to
would permit three of General shareholders and the public:
Motors' most important air-pollution control, automobile
constituencies to participate in safety, and minority hiring. The
the selection of three of the principle disclosures would be:
The amounts of money and
company's directors. The
numbers of employees
constituencies are all GM
General Motors assigns to
employees, GM dealers, and GM
programs in each of these
consumers (that is, all new GM
three areas.
car, bus, and truck owners whose
The details of all GM
ownership is on record with the
vehicle-recall campaigns
corporation).
resulting from safety or
Special Election
pollution-control defects.
Each constituency would hold
Descriptions of any new
a special election in which it
safety or pollution-control
would choose, subject to
techniques that GM has

candidates would be entitled to
have supporting statements
printed in the proxy statement.
Only returned ballots indicating
specific choices for director would
count in the final vote.

TACOMA PROJECT Urges Stockholder
Involvement in Corporate Decisions
By GREG BREWIS

Proposal One
An organization affiliated with
Proposal One would, for the the "Project on Corporate
first time, give General Motors' Responsibility" of Washington
-.shareholders a real choice in the D.C. has been formed here in
selection of their comapny's Tacoma. The TACOMA
directors. Under the present PROJECT on Corporate
system, General Motors sends out Responsibility is based on the
a proxy statement listing only UPS campus. In line with the
management's nominees for national organization, TACOMA
director and asking each PROJECT plans to request
shareholder to vote by proxy for reassessment of institutional
them. Theoretically, others may investor responsibilities.
The group, of which I am
send out proxies asking
shareholders to vote for their coordinator, plans a local
nominees, but the cost of doing campaign to call on churches,
this effectively in a company the banks, unions, universities, and
size of GM makes it a virtual colleges in the Tacoma-Seattle
impossibility. And although any area and urge them to exercise
shareholder may make their shareholder voting rights in
nominations at the annual demanding social responsibility
meeting, this is an empty gesture from local as well as national
because only a handful of GM'S corporations.
Presently the TACOMA
1.3 million shareholders can
PROJECT
is seeking support for
attend the meeting and practically
all the voting for director is done three "Project GM" shareholder
on GM'S proxy prior to the proposals which originated with
meeting. In effect, the only the D.C. "Project on Corporate
nominees that shareholders ever Responsibility."
The TACOMA PROJECT,
have an opportunity to consider
through a resolution passed by the
are those listed on GM'S proxy.
Central Board of the Associated
Students of UPS, is calling on the
Director Selection
Board of Trustees of the
This proposal would transform
the selection of GM'S directors
into a real election by requiring
GM to list on its proxy both
management's nominees and
candidates nominated by
non-management offering all
shareholders the chance to make
nominations and then choose
among opposing candidates.
Non-management candidates
would be nominated by
shareholder petitions. All

iniversity to vote their 1,542
shares of GM stock affirmatively
on the three proposals.
Following the Trustee decision,
the TACOMA PROJECT will
move for the establishment of a
University investment review
organization which would reassess
the University's total investment
portfolio and tolicy.
The TACOMA PROJECT feels
that when an institution is already
a stockholder, it need not remain
passive in the face of substantial
evidence that a company is acting
in an anti-social way. The
institution may properly and
sometimes should. attempt to
influence management in
directions that are considered to
be socially desirable.
For more information on the

TACOMA PROJECT on
Corporate Responsibility, contact
me at SK 9-3521, Ext. 278, or in
room 214 of the Student Unioh
Building. TACOMA PROJECT is
in need of students and other
citizens interested in contributing
their time to the creation of
socially responsible corporations.

I

U Council
Hears "GM"
Proposal
By GREG BREWIS
The TACOMA PROJECT on
Corporate Responsibility has
arranged for University Council
consideration of a proposal similar
to the recommendation made to
the Board of Trustees by the
Central Board of ASUPS.
University Council Chairman
Gerrit Vander Ende felt that the
Board of Trustees ought to be
given some indication of the
Council's position on the three
GM proposals, and any policy
changes involved, as an aid in
decision making.
The TRAIL has learned that
preliminary discussion of the
resolutions would occur at the
April 15 meeting and that final
discussion and decision making
would occur at a second meeting
to be held before the May 7 Board
of Trustees meeting.
BEST ACTRESS 1969
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IN
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A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

Editor's Note: Central Board's
recommendation was reviewed by
the Trustee Investments
Committee. The Investment
Committee referred the matter to
the entire Board without taking
any action.

Diamonds — Jewelry

EXHIBITION
AND SALE
11 A.M. to 8 P.M.

LET'S MEET AT

reasons for each omission.

Sunday-7:30 only

YELLOW CAB

AFTER THE GAME
AFTER THE DANCE
ANYTIME!

developed and proposed to
the government for
adoption as federal
standards. The government
has asked GM for such
proposals; the shareholders
are entitled to know
whether the corporation is
meeting this challenge.
— Figures showing the
proportion of
minority-group employees
in each of the nine job
categories, ranging from
professionals to unskilled
laborers. These figures are
compiled for the EEO-1
Report that GM must file
with the federal
government, but GM has
refused to make them
public.
General Motors would be
permitted to omit specific items
of information if disclosure would
put the company at a competitive
disadvantage. However, General
Motors would be required to
specify in the annual report which
items it was omitting and the
Darrel Johnson, ASUPS
President, will present the
recommendation to the full Board
of Trustees at their May 7 and 8
meeting at the Alderbrook Inn.

Johnny's
Golden Door
Restaurant
Fife WA 2-6686

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails
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University Theater Presents
In After the Fall Arthur Miller "like a boy again", filled with joy
takes a trip through the maze of rather than shame, with hope
his own mind and memory and rather than expectation and
discovers that a two-time loser can excuse.
still love and hope. His first clue
The play is an attempt to
to that discovery is that he no authenticate hope, or to destroy it
longer needs to justify himself, to if it is a delusion. It is an
continue the endless litigation invitation to the viewer to reject
before some judge capable of the pursuit if perfection,
condemning or acquitting him. self-justification, the temptation
One day he looks up and finds to "play God"; and to learn to
that the bench is empty. There is embrace all of life, even "the idiot
no one to hand ultimate child" of one's own past. "For to
responsibility on but himself. Not him who is joined to all of living
long after that he finds himself there is hope."
leaping out of bed in the morning
The University of Puget Sound ADELPHIAN CONCERT CHOIR will give its home performance tonight at
First United Methodist Church. The concert will be complementary.

Choir Presents Home Concert
The Adelphian Concert Choir
from the University of Puget
Sound will present its annual
home concert at 8:15 pm April 16
at the First United Methodist
Church, South Fifth and K
Streets.
Recently, the widely acclaimed
choir returned from an 18 concert
tour of Washington, Oregon and
California. Last year, the
Adelphians made their third tour
of the British Isles and Canada.
During the concert, the
41-voice, mixed choir will
perform selections by

contemporary and classical
composers, including Samuel
Barber, Felix Mendelssohn,
Benjamin Britten and Georges
Bizet.
Dr. Bruce, Rodgers, director of
the Adelphians and head of the
UPS School of Music, indicates a
high point in the performance will
be an experience in
multi-dimensional sound. The
split choir will sing sacred works
from all corners of the
performance hall.
Appearing as soloists with the
Adelphians will be Diane Schmidt,

CLASSIFIED

Recital Features
Rare Instruments
REBECCA STANLEY as Maggie and RICHARD RINER as Quentin in
the University Theatre production of Arthur Miller's AFTER THE
FALL. The play opens April 22.

"Carmen" Artists
to Perform at CBC
By SARAH COMBS
(UPSNB)—For those of you
who won't get a chance to hear
the almost-sold-out production of
Carmen, the Seattle Opera
Association's latest offering, take
heart. Wed., April 21, at 6:30 pm
in the Manor House at
Commencement Bay Campus,
4301 No. Stevens, two members
of the SOA will preview Bizet's
famous creation.
Dr. Hans Wolf, assistant
director of the SOA, and soprano
Miss Barbara Coffin will sing and
discuss the opera for all the
Carmen fans.
Bizet's popular opera
"Carmen" will be presented in
French by Seattle Opera April 22,
24, 28 and May 1 in the Seattle
Opera House. Conducted by
Milton Katims, the opera stars
Rumanian mezzo soprano Viorica
Cortex in the title role with New
York City Opera tenor Nicholas

BUCK'S
6' & Pearl

Di Virgilio as her ill-fated lover
Don Jose, Philippine soprano
Evelyn Mandac as her innocent
rival Micaela, and South American
bass baritone Julio Viamonte as
the gypsy's toreador suitor
Escamillo. Staging is by Robert
De Simone with sets designed by
Joseph Morton.
Remaining tickets for the
International Series production of
"Carmen" are priced from $8.40
to $12.60 and are available at
Seattle Opera, 158 Thomas Street,
Seattle 98109, the Bon Marche
Ticket Office and other suburban

outlets.

MAGOO'S
ANNEX
GRAND OPENING
TUESDAY APRIL 20

Call Ahead
LO 4-8222

CORN DOG 144
WITH
COUPON

(UPSNB)—The Associated
Student Body at the University of
Puget Sound will present the John
Biggs Consort, a vocalinstrumental group, in concert on
Monday, April 19, at 8:15 p.m. in
Jacobsen Recital Hall on the UPS
campus.
The quartet will perform works
from Medieval, Renaissance,
Baroque and contemporary times
while featuring rare, early
instruments such as krumhorns,
viols and the minstrel's harp.
In 1968, the group
produced an educational film
called "Discovering the Music of
the Middle Ages", which won the
Golden Eagle Award in 1969 for
the best new educational film of
the year. It is now being used by
school and cultural groups
throu hout the count

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Rates: Students, Faculty and Clubs— 7Yac per word.
Commercial 10c per word.
Rates for larger ads on request
To Place Your Want Ad, Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 278 for an Ad Taker
Want grad students, single or couple m
Ed, Psych, Social Work, or Humanities
fields to share house and evening meal
experience with others interested in
personal growth and self-awareness.
Must be willing to share in preparing
meals and maintaining house. Write,
call, or visit: GESTALT HOUSE,
1127-10th East, Seattle, EA 5-6298.

TYPING: Theses, rough drafts;
Pamela Hooks, L04-6640

SKIN CARE
PERMANENT removat of facial hair. Blemish treatment.
Peelings and Skin Rejuvenation. Call the Vienna Skin
Care Center, SK 2-5854

WANTED: bartenders,
janitor.
barmaids, and janitors
Magoo's
MAGOO'S ANNEX
N 21st

Last Chance
To Qualify
FOR WHAT? The Air Force ROTC Two-year program
HOW:

Take the Air Force Officer
Qualification Test.

WHO:

College students wishing to

determine their eligibility
for the AFROTC program.

Tel.
FU 3-4739

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

winner of the international
accordion competition in Salzburg
in September, and Sharron Farris,
harpist with the UPS-Tacoma
Symphony.
Folk songs are an extremely
popular facet of the choir
concerts. This year, the choir will
sing an "Irish Triptych" with harp
accompaniment and an infantry
version of "Old King Cole" with a
blend of string bass, accordion,
guitar and percussion for
accompaniment. Tickets are
available at the UPS School of
Music.

WHEN: 6:00PM, 20 April 1971 Part I
6:00PM, 21 April 1971 Part II
8:30AM, 24 April 1971 Parts I & II
8:30AM, 5 May 1971 Parts I & II
8:30AM, 8 May 1971 Parts I & II
WHERE All except 8 May will be in UPS
Memorial Fieldhouse. 8 May
test will be administered in
McIntyre Hall, Room 006, UPS
COST:

Free and without obligation.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
Professor of Aerospace studies
University of Puget Sound
Tacoma, Washington 98416
Phone SK 9-3521 Ext. 264/265
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Board of Trustees
Plans Law School
The University of Puget Sound
is studying plans for the
establishment of a law school to
serve the Tacoma, Seattle and
Olympia area. The study is the
result of a unanimous resolution
passed by the executive
committee of the school's Board
of Trustees at their April 7
meeting.
Making the formal
announcement were Norton
Clapp, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, and Dr. R. Franklin
Thomspon, UPS president.
According to Thompson and
UPS Vice President Richard D.
Smith, UPS has exhibited a
long-time interest in establishing a
law program. Should the study
indicate feasibility of the
university incorporating a School
of Law into its curriculum in the
near future, the American Bar
Association has given an
indication of support for the plan.
Specifically, the resolution

authorizes the president to
continue investigation and
preliminary groundwork for
initiating a law program and to
propose curriculum and budgets.
Clapp, as chairman of the board,
was called upon to name an adhoc
committee to review the study
and make final recommendations
to the board concerning
establishment of the law school.
A copy of the resolution will
be sent to the UPS University
Council as well. In May, the full
Board of Trustees will consider
the plan.
Wednesday's decision was
prompted by a report presented
by UPS Vice Presidents J. Maxson
Reeves and Lloyd Stuckey who
recently completed a tour of law
institutions on the West coast.
According to the two officials
who visited five law schools in
California, there is presently an
unprecedented increase in the
demand for legal education.

Feds may Enact
New Riot Laws
In 1971-72 certain federal laws
may be enacted pertaining to
students taking part in
demonstrations on college and
university campuses throughout
the nation. No guidelines have
been sent to the University to
date pertaining to these laws:
however, in 1965 and 1970 laws
were passed which affect students
participating in demonstrations on
campuses where National Defense
Student Loan, Educational
Opportunity Grant, or College
Work-Study programs are in
operation.
The 1965 law (amended in
1968) permits university
administrators to deny, for a
period of two years, any
payments to students who have
willfully refused to obey a lawful
regulation or order of the
institution.
The 1970 law provides that no
student, employee, or instructor
(receiving federal funds) may
participate in conduct on or after
Aug. 1, 1969, which "involves the
use of (or the assistance to others
in the use of) force or the threat
of force or the seizure of property
under the control of an institution
of higher education, to require or
prevent the availability of certain
curriculum, or to prevent the
faculty, administrative officials, or
students in such institution from

Charleson's
RESTAURANT
NEW MANAGEMENT
Homestyle cooking

and

specialty foods
STUDENTS GIVE US
A TRY!
REASONABLE PRICES
915 N. Lawrence — SK 9-7460

engaging in their duties or
pursuing their studies at such an
institution."
Students desiring further
information on these laws and
others pertaining to financial aid
should contact the Financial Aid
Office in Jones Hall.

Racial Encounter
August 21-29, fifty to sixty
young people will be participating
in a Youth Racial Encounter.
These are to be drawn from the
Tacoma High Schools and are to
be evenly divided among the five
racial groups. Five adult enablers
are also to be participating one
from each of the racial groups.
Anyone interested in
participating as a high school
youth or making application to
participate as an adult enabler are
asked to contact the Associate
Ministries office at 383-3056.

Food Service
Stops Salmon

There will be an art exhibition and sale of original graphic art by
contemporary and old master artists April 23 from 11 a.m. to 8p.m. in
the chapel basement. Such artists as Picasso, Chagall, Roualt, and Miro
will be represented.

Resurrection Kite Fly
The Second Annual University
Church Resurrection Kite Fly will
be held this coming Sunday
morning in Kilworth Chapel. The
text for the celebration is on the
raising of Lazarus, and the Kite
Fly is an attempt at raising those
issues from the dead that are
captivating us ... as Lazarus was
captivated by his own death. Kites
will be provided for each person
and students are urged to bring

items that are symbolic of their
own death and captivity, either
personally or corporately, say, as
a University or as a Nation. These
symbols of captivity will be tied
to the kites and sent on high.
Music for the Resurrection Kite
Fly will be provided by Tim
Pettet. Bring a symbol of your
captivity to Church with you and
let's let go together. 11:00—This
Sunday

Food Service Director Richard
Grimwood reported Wednesday
that he has received a petition,
signed by 418 UPS students,
requesting that salmon not be
served on the campus.
Due to a Food Service
Committee request several weeks
ago, salmon was to have appeared
on the menu one more time this
spring. However, in its meeting
Tuesday, the committee had
decided to request that it not be
served.
The recent decision, which
may be reconsidered, was made
due to the influence of students
agitating for Indian fishing rights.
These students seek to prevent
any large purchase of non-Indian
commercial salmon by UPS, since
Mr. Grimwood has taken a
definite position that he cannot
serve uninspected fish to students.

THIS
IS AN
FOR
OLYMPIA

GLOBE LIFE and ACCIDENT
INSURANCE COMPANY
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

$5,000.00 Life Insurance
Ages 6 months to 25 years
$20.00 a year
No Military Restriction,
Aviation Restriction, nor
Medical Exam
Phone 584-8333

Stop in and help us celebrate 75 Years in the Same Location. Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater,Wash. 8 to 4:30 every day. 'Oly
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Spring Sports Fans
Need Pep Talk
This week in sports we had
another dazzling display of events
to choose from and watch, cheer,
and show our school spirit over.
For those who like to see UPS
Sports, the time has past when
you could go to Baker Stadium or
to the Fieldhouse and crowd in
with hundreds of other people to
screem at the officials and boo the
opposing coach. Now you must
settle for the one set of bleechers
behind the baseball diamond or to
sit by yourself on the edge of the
track and chant an encouraging
word to the passing runners.
For some reason the Spring is
the time when we all sit back and
rest from the long hard Winter.
Although the baseball team had a
few recent wins, they had just as
few fans watching on as the track
team, tennis team and crew had
when each of them lost their
meets.
But there is still a chance for
our spring sports heroes. Although
if you asked them how they felt

about the small crowds if any that
were coming to their; games, they
would probably say, they couldn't
care less. But a little support for
them and their efforts wouldn't
hurt them any.
Oh, yes, we can't forget the
golf team either. Each week so far
in their season they have donned
their golf spikes and rain gear and
putted around to the local courses
to test their clubs against
opponents from far and near in
the name of good old UPS.
So whatever your game is, give
the team a break and show them
your support for once. Our Spring
teams aren't as illustrious or well
known as our football and
basketball teams were, but at least
give them one chance.
If nothing else, go watch the
girl's softball games. You can see
how loose they are in action. And
if you get bored doing this, then
at least stick around to watch
them warm up and fight for
positions.

CASKEY HURLS
LOGGERS TO TITLE
In an example of what may lie
ahead for the UPS baseball team,
the Logger diamondmen captured
the Don Kirsch Memorial Baseball
tournament at Civic Stadium in
Portland over the spring break,
beating three of the top-rated
teams in the Northwest—Portland,
Portland State, and Oregon State.
The three teams went undefeated
except for their loss to the
Loggers.
Craig Caskey, pitching after
only one days rest, allowed
Portland only two hits and struck
out fifteen as he went the distance
in a 2-1 championship game
victory.
Both of the Pilot hits came in
the first inning as Portland
jumped to a quick 1-0 lead, but
from then on it was all Caskey's
game.

The Loggers who are out after
Portland pitcher Jim Owen
held the Loggers to four hits while a regional tournament berth after
fanning twelve, but his three barely missing last year play at
walks proved costly. In the first Seattle Pacific this Saturday and
inning Fred Bullert walked and then on Wednesday at Willamette.
scored on Jim Azevedo's double The next home game will be a
and then Greg McCullom got a week from today when UPS hosts
free pass in the sixth with two Southern Oregon.
out, scoring on Pat Sonneman's
Get out and see the Loggers in
double off the left field fence to
action.
secure the victory.

Logger Aces
Still Making News
It's interesting to note as our
sports heroes graduate, more
often than not they go on to find
fame for some new team in some
new league. This past week we
had the pleasure of noting three
stellar performances by our
sportsmen of seasons past as they
performed in new situations.

OUR BASEBALL TEAM
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT

Lowery Starts
Another former UPS
basketballer Charles Lowery, who
was playing in Lhe National
All-Star hoop game, had the
honor of guarding Notre Dame's
Austin Carr and also of holding
him to no points while he was in.

Injury Slows Hand
Jordan Leads

MACHINE DUMPS PHI DELTS
FOR IM HOOP CROWN
The favored Big Black Machine
downed the Phi Delt "A" team to
remain undefeated and capture
the intramural basketball title.
The BBM came to play as they
grabbed an early 20-5 lead and
never lost their momentum as
they ran away with the victory
and the crown 86-55.
The two teams who both
played in the regular season 1st
division and finished one-two
there also, were the two favorites
as the tournament started. The
Phi Delts lost their first-round
game to an inspired SAE team and
had to fight back through the
losers bracket to gain the finale.
In the semi-final the Phi Delts
dumped third place Todd Hall.
The Sigma Nu's, who lost a one
pointer to Todd, finished fourth.
The first time the BBM met the
Phi's they won a hard fought
63-55 victory after the Phi Delts
had led most of the game. In that
contest Brian Thompson had 19
points for the BBM and Patrick
Lyles had 15 for the Phi's.

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

Competitive Prices'

MODERN
CLEANERS

season with eight teams in each
division and each team playing six
games. The first four teams in
each division gained the
tournament berths and as it
turned out the first four finishers
in the tournament came from the
The championship team first division.
inclued Greene and Thompson,
along with John Smith, Freddie
The Phi Delts gained enough
Gaines, Nat Brown, Carl Gross,
Andy Lofton, Henry Johnson, points from their second place
finish to regain the All-Intramural
and coach Sam May.
lead with swimming, slow-pitch,
The second place Phi Delt team golf, and track left. Todd Hall is a
included Strain, Lyle, Bob close second. Last year the trophy
"Showboat" Long, Chicken Price, was won by the Phi Delts.
Jay Kreimer, Bob Boyd, Bill
Katman, Tony T. Tonelatto, Mike
Chumbley, and coach Carlos
Buergerrez.

In the championship game
Vince Greene, who led all
intramural scorers for the season,
pumped in 23 points. Dick Strain
put in 16 for the Phi Delts.

Mike Jordan, a standout
courtman on this past season's
UPS basketball team joined a new
team. As soon as the UPS season
was over he went to play for a
local AAU team. Mike was lucky
enough to help the team, Tacoma
Plywood, on to take the national
title. Mike was probably one of
the few hoop players in the nation
to play on two national
tournament teams.

Proctor House
Restaurant
"Fine Food at
Depression Prices"

One final sports tidbit is that
former UPS baseball pitcher Rich
Hand who was scheduled to pitch
for the Cleveland Indians, is
injured and is expected to be
ready for action in about one
month. The injury was in his
pitching arm.

2 WALT
DISNEY HITS!

"THE BAREFOOT
EXECUTIVE"
and

2514 N. Proctor
5K 2-7055

"DAD MAY
I BORROW
THE CAR"

ROXY
DICK VAN DYKE
BOB NEWHART
in

"COLD TURKEY"
The league was divided into
two divisions for the regular

Co -Hit!

"PIECES OF
DREAMS"

TEMPL

TODAY X

7 UP
FLOAT
20C
CELLAR 10

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Rm. 10 SC
X

1

to 3 p.m.

WINNER OF 8
ACADEMY AWARDS!
AUDREY HEPBURN
REX HARRISON

THE WHO'S

PRESENTS

in

MY

"MY FAIR
LADY"

RROW
_ S
NA
Avt AT NI.C/CATMUR
6,,,,

ROCK OPERA'S STAGE PREMIER
APRIL 28 - MAY 16

MOORE THEATRE

I HI 14:00PM • SAE. 7:00• 10:00PM

Seattle

Opera

Nominated for
3 OSCARS

I LES.-THURS. 8:00PM • SUN. 3:00 • 7:00 PM
S1.30, 4.30, 5 . 5 0, 6.50, 7.30

S, 00. 5.00. 6.00, 7.00. 8.00

P.O.

Box

9248

Seattle,

"M*A*S*H"

98109

STUDENT PREVIEWS
April 25 7:00 pm
April 27 8:00 pm
TICKETS $3.50 at HUB Ticket Office, U of W
or group sales of 10 or more available at Seattle Opera,
V.O. Box 9248
Seattle, 98109
MU 2-2420 A
-

-

-

,

with ELLIOT GOULD
Also
"THE SICILIAN
CLAN"
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If you have anything at all to
show and/or sell, please register
now. There is a limited amount of
space.
For further information, watch
for next week's TRAIL.

friday at four
FRIDAY AT FOUR features
the folk and blues of Bill
McClarty this afternoon in Cellar
X at 4:00 and agian at 10:30 p.m.
following the campus flick.

malicious rumor
Contrary to the ugly and
malicious rumors now circulating
around campus, the Art
Garden-Rose Day Mother's Show
will take place on Sunday, May 9,
at 4301 North Stevens. It will
take place with or without federal
funds, sunshine, Howard Hughes,
the Morman Tabernacle Choir,
Raquel Welch, the SST, and/or
Brakeman Bill. Furthermore, it
will take place with a little help
from artists in the Tacoma area.
In case you haven't heard, this
art show sale is now accepting
reservations for space at this event
3f the spring season. Applications
are available from your friendly
local art professor, or Jones 222,
or Kittredge Hall, or the bulletin
boards at the SUB, or the
Language House at CBC, or
Gordon Griggs, or Chuck Wheeler.

gay liberation
Two representatives of the Gay
Liberation Front will participate
in a panel discussion on "The
Homosexual Dilemma" at 8 p.m.
April 20 in the Student Union
Building at the University of
Puget Sound.
Sponsored by the Artist and
Lecture Series of the Associated
Student Body, the program is
complimentary to the public.

medcalf invited
(UPSNB)—Dr. Darrell Medcalf,
associate professor of chemistry
and chairman of the chemistry
department at the University of
Puget Sound, has recently been
invited to participate in a national
conference for new department
chairmen sponsored by the
Research Corporation. The
conference, to be held July 12-16
at Point Clear, Alabama, will
include representatives from
colleges and universities
throughout the country.

Dr. Medcalf has been a member
of the UPS faculty since 1967 and
has authored some 15 research
papers in the areas of cereal
biochemistry and carbohydrate
chemistry. He belongs to several
research and professional societies
and is active in community affairs
as well.

s f seminar

A group of 50 students from
the University of Puget Sound
have returned from spring-break
seminars in San Francisco where
they toured the Bay CIty's
The International Club proudly
cultural highlights and discussed announces their annual
social issues.
International Festival to be held
While in San Francisco, the April 23 from 2-5:30 p.m. in the
students stayed in church SUB lounge. This event is divided
basements, taking turns preparing into three main categories:
This summer, the University of
food packed along in busses, along display, food and entertainment.
Puget Sound will continue a
with sleeping bags and other
program which permits students
to obtain a master's degree in staples for their stay.
The Rev. Jeff Smith, chaplain
comparative literature in three
at
UPS,
along with students John
summer sessions.
The Leif Erickson Memorial
Hersch
and Jim Ulrich
The program allows high
Scholarship in the amount of
coordinated
the
seminars.
school and community college
$250 is again being offered to a
instructors of English and foreign
student of Scandinavian descent
languages to continue study in
and majoring in education.
their field during the summer.
Further information may be
Sponsored by the English and
If you want your favorite club obtained by contacting the
Foreign Language Departments, to gain immortality get it's name Financial Aids Office.
15 courses in comparative and any other information you
literture will be offered during the think is important to Wes Jordan
summer session.
in the ASB office by Friday, April
In order to determine the
Faculty members involved in 23rd.
amount
of space which will be
the program include Dr.
required
for coed housing next
Jacqueline Martin, professor of
fall,
the
Housing
Committee has
All
ASB
budgeted
comparative literature and
romance languages; Dr. Francis organizations must have their requested that any students
Cousens, associate professor of budget requests for 1971-72 into interested in living in coed
English, and Dr. Esther Wagner, Wes Jordan in the ASB office by housing next year should sign up
professor of English. Further TODAY, April 16. If any in Dean of Men Ray Payne's
information may be obtained by questions, call IMMEDIATELY, Office (SC 208) as soon as
possible.
ext 273.
contacting Dr. Martin at UPS.

IC to hold IF

summer program

$250 leif aid

immorality

coeds spaced

budget bozo

SPECIAL GROUP PURCHASE DISCOUNT PLAN
You will be pleased to know that arrangements have been made with Tire Marketers Inc., 2310 East D Street, Tacoma, Wash.,
Phone: 383-3844, for you to purchase name brand new tires, tubes, shock absorbers, batteries, wheels, automobile filters, and quality
retreads at FANTASTIC WHOLESALE DISCOUNT PRICES UP TO 50% OR MORE!
All Passenger Tires are guaranteed, without limit, as to time or mileage, for the life of the tire — including any and all road hazards.
Tire Marketers buys tires in multiple carload quantities which enables them to be able to offer you factory direct prices on merchandise
manufactured by some of the largest names in the business.
We invite you to compare our prices on comparable merchandise, and when you do, you will see the $ $ $ saved by this special
purchasing plan for your company or group.
All merchandise may be purchased for cash or you may use your Bankamericard or Mastercharge card or an easy pay budget term
contract may be arranged. You may also consider using your own credit union service if available.
Tire Marketers Warehouse is open from 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. on weekdays and 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. on Saturdays.
Immediate mounting, balancing and installation can be arranged for you.

Due to the low low prices we cannot identify the manufacturer in writing without losing our Factory Direct Purchasing Power.
However, we can list for you the companies who either directly or thru a subsidiary division are manufacturing the products
in this price sheet.

B.F. GOODRICH — GILLETTE
FIRESTONE — UNIROYAL — GOODYEAR
KELLY SPRINGFIELD — PIRELLI — KELSEY HAYES — GENERAL BATTERY FRAM
—

—

Downtown Tacoma
19th St '

-41111rvir
10 minutes
from any
part of
t. n
e•South Tac
oma

way

_Puyallup
1J

You Must Have a Group Wholesale
Purchase Identification Card

ve i
Al
VP.;
•

TO RECEIVE YOUR I. D. CARD COME TO TIRE MARKETERS
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY AND SHOW YOUR STUDENT

North
0.

FreeWaV ®
38th St.-

CARD OR PROOF OF STUDENT STATUS AT

U.P.S.

North or South on Freeway 5
F- Take Tacoma City exit to
uyallup Ave. then to D. Street.

TIRES, BATTERIES, SHOCK ABSORBERS, OIL FILTERS, WHEELS
AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
. GROUP PURCHASE DISCOUNT PLAN
.

.

ALL PRODUCTS — AS ADVERTISED ARE FIRSTS— NO 2ND'S
TOP QUALITY ONLY — FULLY GUARANTEED
MFD BY THE LARGEST CO.'S IN THE INDUSTRY

master charge
THE INTERBANK CARD

?lour

TIRE MARKETERS INC. / TACOMA WAREHOUSE
2 310 East D Street, Tacoma, Wash. ,,,08421

Guaranteed Savings!

PHONE (206) 383-3844

HOURS: 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. DAILY — 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. SATURDAYS
ALL PRICES CARRY OUT — BALANCING & INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

BANKAMERICARO
21449 7U'

Guaranteed Savings!

